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As a professional, you'll likely be asked to use Photoshop's extensive brush features, which allow you to edit images with smooth blends of colors or blend in a particular type of effect, like a watercolor or pencil. Photoshop brushes are discussed in depth later in this chapter. Retouching Human-Looking Faces and Bodies Sometimes all that's needed to turn an image of a person into a new one that looks much
more person-like is a set of retouching tools that are designed to make imperfections in skin and other objects less noticeable. Of course, none of these tools change a person's face into an average-looking one, but they can improve a photo's realism by smoothing out odd artifacts and enhancing features that look natural. Adjusting exposure and contrast While you can correct a photograph during the capture
process using Photoshop tools, the Photoshop color adjustment tools (including levels and curves) give you a more detailed and accurate method for improving images. You can correct exposure problems, such as underexposure or overexposure, and contrast problems, which include too much or too little brightness. Figure 15-3 shows what retouching tools enable you to do. As the name implies, levels defines
light versus dark values in an image and curves defines contrast. The amount of retouching that you do depends on the image you're working on. The brighter the image, the more contrast is needed, so you should pay more attention to details in the image. If you're trying to correct underexposure in an image with a low-key image theme, you can fix the problem without worrying about details because you can just
apply a large "brightness" adjustment to the image. Note that you need to have Photoshop CS6 or higher to use the Retouch tools. (If you already have Photoshop CS6 or higher, I recommend sticking with it because the built-in tools are much more effective than the Photoshop Labs feature.) To use the Levels tools, press Shift+Ctrl+U (Shift+Y on a Mac) to open the Image menu. To use the Curves tools, press
Shift+Ctrl+U (Shift+Y) to open the Gradation menu and then choose Curves. To access the Advanced Retouch controls, choose Retouch⇒Adjust Lighting⇒Auto Lighting or press Alt+A (O on a Mac). A good way to determine how much to retouch an image is
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Many graphic designers either use Photoshop to edit their images or use photoshop Elements for their own images. The following are the best features of Photoshop Elements. Best Photoshop Elements features: Portrait mode Landscape mode DoG Color/Hue/Saturation Levels/Curves Selective Adjustment Brush/Brush Tool Gradient Raster/Vector/Transparency Creative Filters Animation Batch mode Save for
web The following are some of the best features of Photoshop Elements: Layers Use multiple images for better composition Add or remove images Interlacing Automate workflows Batch mode Creative Tools Support Support for Photoshop Elements can be found on Adobe’s Community site. If you have any inquiries, suggestions or queries, feel free to share them here. There are several Photoshop Elements
plugins available on websites such as file.fm. You can use these plugins to extend the features available to you in Photoshop Elements. Here are the best plugins for Photoshop Elements. #1 – Hue Organizer This is a freeware plugin for Photoshop Elements that is simple, flexible and very powerful. It helps you see the colors of your images in layers and give you tools to organize your image. This plugin comes pre-
installed on most computers because it is a part of Photoshop Elements. However, if you are using an older version of the software, you can install the plugin with the “Get more from Elements” tools below. Features Exports to a variety of formats Automatically geotags your photos Windows and Mac compatible Re-sizes and transforms images using automated tools Brushes for blending, masking and smoothing
Hue Organizer plugin for Photoshop Elements #2 – Photoshop Elements Free Transform Another Photoshop plugin for Photoshop Elements. This plugin’s functions include resizing, cropping, rotating, and even creating gradient layers. It is a freeware plugin for Photoshop Elements and can be used for any images, including RAW. You can use this to transform even the most complex images into simpler
versions. Features Works on RAW images Toned images in TIF, JPEG, PNG, and GIF format Layer styles a681f4349e
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Rice University researchers have created a new all-in-one chip that can record and identify all types of light, based on a new molecular concept. By embedding a pattern of nanorods into a network of molecules and trapping the pattern at specific depths, the new design can control the optical response of the entire chip. The technology has potential use in advanced optical memory devices, optical sensors, and
optical computers. The new technology, described in the advance online edition of Nature Nanotechnology in a paper titled "Long-Range Collision Control for Nonlocal Coupling in Macroscopic Photonic Waveguides," could be an important step in bringing to light the so-called "slow light effect," a phenomenon first demonstrated by researchers at Cornell University in 2004. The slow light effect is characterized
by the reduction of the speed of light in matter. Prior to this study, most techniques used to reduce light speed also resulted in absorption, dispersion, or scattering -- which is what gives light its color -- making the light "slow" by absorbing and scattering the light instead of traveling at the speed of light that is theoretically possible. "A question of great scientific and technological significance is how to make an
optical waveguide that allows light to travel without dispersion and scattering," said Xudong Chen, a professor of chemistry at Rice University and senior author of the paper. "What is physically the slow light?" The answer is a low-loss, nonlocal material, which is a material with negligible loss at specific wavelength bands, even when subject to propagation through a waveguide. "In the current study, we use a
color-free low-loss nonlocal waveguide to show the existence of a slow light effect," Chen said. "In practice, it is difficult to make all materials that absorb no light at all. So the nonlocal physics we explored is actually preferred for practical applications." "Together, with colleagues around the world, I'm excited about the opportunities this work affords in the next frontier of ultra-compact optoelectronics," said
Changbai Li, Rice's Franke Family Professor of Science and an adjunct professor of chemistry at Duke University, who was a co-author of the paper. Li's lab is the leader in the field of nonlocal optics and is the first to demonstrate the slow light effect. Rice University researchers have created a new all-in-one chip that can record and identify all types of light, based
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